What you need
- Talens Art Creation gouache set 8 x 12 ml
- Gouache brushes of Talens Art Creation (flat and fine brushes for example made of polyester)
- Paper
- Pencil
- Kneadable eraser to fade any lines or rub them out completely
- Jar of water for thinning paint and for cleaning brushes during and after painting
- Tear-off palette

Tips
- Before you start, go through all the stages.

STEP 1:
Lightly draw the most important lines with a pencil. Trace the lines with yellow ochre, burnt umber and dark pink (magenta). The shadows of the trees are made by dotted lines of a mixture of dark pink and light blue (cyan). Dot the horizon with yellow lemon (primary).
STEP 2:
Start with the sky. Paint the light source using white. Add increasing amounts of yellow lemon as you paint towards the sides. Add a tiny amount of dark pink to yellow lemon to make orange. Ensure the colours flow into one another.

STEP 3:
With the tip of the brush dot the woodland earth. Create depth by making bigger dots in the foreground. Use yellow lemon, yellow ochre, dark pink and make orange (yellow lemon with a tiny amount of dark pink). For the shadows of the trees use purple dots (dark pink mixed with light blue) and dark green mixed with light blue. Add the space between the colours with thinned yellow lemon.

STEP 4:
Paint the tree in front of the light. Start in the middle with light blue, then yellow lemon for the sides. Allow the colours to flow into each other. For the other trees use yellow lemon, yellow ochre, dark pink, burnt umber, dark pink mixed with yellow lemon, and dark pink mixed with light blue.